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Abstract: On the basis of chemical kinetic consideration, we examine process
ing of carbon and nitrogen compounds that leads to the linear relation between the 
logarithmic contents of C and N in carbonaceous chondrites: log N = a log C-b, 
found by A. SHIMOYAMA et al. (Chem. Lett., 10, 2013, 1987), where a> 1 and bare 
constants. It is shown that the linear relation results from dissociation of organic 
polymer in the grains before accretion to parent body-sized objects by radiation that 
penetrates through the grains such as cosmic ray. Condensation of volatile mole
cules composed of C and N is also examined as a possible process to form precursors 
of organic compounds in carbonaceous chondrites. From an analysis of a model 
thermodynamic system, it is conjectured that this process can also realize the linear 
relation under certain conditions. 

1. Introduction 

Carbon and nitrogen compounds in carbonaceous chondrites provide a clue to 

study formation and processing of extraterrestrial organic matter. It is considered 

that both elements are mainly present in organic matter (e.g., HAYATSU and ANDERS, 

1981; CRONIN et al., 1988). Inorganic carbon such as carbonate makes a minor con

tribution to the total carbon inventory, although there is evidence for other form 

(KERRIDGE, 1985). Recently SHIMOYAMA et al. (1987) analyzed contents of carbon 

and nitrogen in Antarctic carbonaccom chondrites, and found that their C and N 

contents follow a linear relation: 

log N=a log C-b, (a> 1), ( I ) 

where a and bare constants. This relation also holds (SHIMOYAMA et al., 1987) when 

including non-Antarctic carbonaceous chondrites analyzed and compiled by GIBSON 

et al. (1971) and by KERRIDGE (1985) (see Fig. l). The constant a=d ln N/d ln C 
equals I .84 for Antarctic carbonaceous chondrites (with the correlation coefficient 

r=0.97), and a= 1.48 (with r=:0.89) when including non-Antarctic ones. Note that 

a> I. The smaller r for non-Antarctic chondrites may be due to their terrestrial con

tamination higher than that in Antarctic ones (SHIMOYAMA et al., 1987). The relation

ship ( l) places a constraint upon formation mechanisms and subsequent processing of 

carbon and nitrogen compounds found in carbonaceous chondrites. 
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Fig. I. Carbon and nitrogen contents of car
bonaceous chondrites. Circles stand for Cl 
chondrites, triangles for C2, and squares for C3. 
The Antarctic ones analyzed by SHIMOYAMA 

et al. (1987) are indicated by large symbols. 
Data of non-Antarctic chondrites are taken from 
GIBSON et al. ( 1971) and KERRIDGE ( 1985). In 
plotting the data, Cold Bockeveld Bl and B2 are 
omitted because of their terrestrial contamina
tion (KERRIDGE, 1985), and half of the tabulated 
contents of Essebi is adopted for the bulk con
tents since the tabulated values are the ones for 
matrix, which occupy about a half of the total 
mass. Least-squares fit to the Antarctic chon
drites is shown by the dotted line, which indicates 
the relation log N = I .84 log C-1.46. The dash
dotted lines indicate the lines of the solar C/ N 
ratio o.f 4.18, and the mean C/N ratio.for Cl, 
C2, and C3 chondrites. 
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SHIMOYAMA et al. (1987) pointed out that the Antarctic carbonaceous chondrites 
filled the gap between C2 and C3 chondrites so far observed in non-Antarctic car
bonaceous chondrites (GIBSON et al., 1971) (see Fig. I). The C/N ratio continuously 
increases according to the order of 

(C/N)solar<(C/N)c1 <(C/N)c2<(C/N)ca (2) 

Geometric means of C/ N are 21.5 for Cl chondrites, 23.6 for C2, and 74.8 for C3. 
The continuous variation of the C/N ratio suggests that Cl, C2, and C3 chondrites 
originate from common materials and the difference results form the difference in the 
degree of processing. 

In this paper, we examine processes that lead to relation ( 1) on the basis of chemical 
kinetic consideration. We assume that the measured contents of carbon and nitrogen 
in carbonaceous chondrites are those of organic polymer, and examine the following 
two processes separately: (I) irradiation of energetic particles or photons (Section 2), 
and (2) thermal processes (Section 3). For irradiation, we consider the following two 
types; (i) a hard type: radiation that penetrates through the grains which are raw 
materials of carbonaceous chondrites, e.g. cosmic ray; (ii) a soft type: radiation that 
is absorbed at the surface layers of the grains, e.g. ultraviolet photons. It should be 
kept in mind that irradiation is effective to grain-sized bodies before accretion to parent 
body-sized objects, since the radiation cannot penetrate into large bodies. Among 
hard radiation, cosmic ray with energy less than "'J GeV will be effective, since its 
flux and the energy deposited in passing through matter of unit depth are higher than 
cosmic ray of higher energy. In thermal processes, we examine relation between the 
contents of carbon and nitrogen in condensation of volatiles prior to polymer forma
tion. Volatiles of organic composition can be converted into refractory organic 
polymer by subsequent alteration (e.g., GREENBERG, 1982). 
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2. Irradiation 

It is known from experiments that irradiation of energetic particles and photons 
onto organic polymer produces volatiles by dissociating it together with leaving frag
ment polymer (WYANT, 1964) on one hand, and produces organic polymers or their 
precursor radicals from volatiles (STRAZZULLA et al., 1985; GREENBERG, 1982; LACY 
et al., 1984) on the other hand. We formulate this process as follows: Let us classify 
C-bearing and N-bearing compounds in the grains into refractory polymers and vol
atiles. We denote the contents of C or N in the polymers by X/, and those in the vol
atiles by x,v=X,,-X,P, where Xi is the total content of the element i(=C or N ). It is 
to be noted that the measured carbon and nitrogen contents in carbonaceous chondrites 
correspond to XcP and XN

P, respectively. The coefficient of polymer disscociation is 
denoted by a,, and that of polymer production from volatiles by (3i. Both a1 and (3,, 
are parameters involved in the model, and are proportional to the flux of radiation 
and the reaction cross sections, which are related to G-values used in radiation chemistry. 

2.1. Hard type 
For hard radiation, the rate of decrease of the polymer content is proportional to 

the polymer content in the volume of a grain, X/, while the rate of increase in the 
polymer content is proportional to the volatile content Xt v. Thus the time variation 
of X/ under irradiation is expressed by 

-�!1t_=-rvXP+f3 (X-X.P) 
df ui 1, ( t t • ( 3 ) 

First we examine the case where all the carbon and nitrogen atoms are initially in 
the form of volatiles. The initial condition for this case is X/(t=O)=O, and the solution 
of eq. (3 ) is given by 

XP t (4) 

The solution (4) does not satisfy the relation (1) in general, since d ln XN
P/d ln Xc

P 

depends on t. At an early stage of irradiation when (at +f3t)t � I, eq. (4) reduces to 
X/::::::Xtf3tt and we have d In XN

P/d In XcP ::::const. =l. In this case the contents (Xc
P, 

XN
P) vary along a line of C/ N =const., and fail to satisfy (I) since the inclination of 

the line a must be > 1. 
Next we examine another case where all the C and N atoms are initially in the 

form of refractory polymers, i.e. X/(O):c00X1 • The solution of eq. (3 ) is given by 

( 5 ) 

The ratio /3dat is determined by the ratio of the G-values. According to the experi
mental results in radiation chemistry, many organic compounds have much lower G
values for production than those for dissociation (WYANT, 1964), although the species 
of organic compounds in carbonaceous chondrites are not well characterized. We 
assume f3t �ai in view of these results. Then we obtain, from eq. (5), 
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Fig. 2. A locus of the polymer contents (XcP, XN
P) 

for hard radiation, and the dotted line showing the 
relation (I) for O.l<C(°lo)</0. Parameter 
values adopted here are: (f3c/ac, f3NfaN)=(J0-3, 
10- 4), a Nfac= 1.84, and (XcP(O), XN

P(0))=(9.96, 
2.38). 
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which is constant, and satisfies the relation (l ). A comparison of eq. (6) with eq. (1) 
leads to a-:::::.aN/ac, the ratio of the dissociation coefficients, which should be larger 
than unity. 

A locus of (Xcr, xN
r) with increasing t calculated from eq. (5) is shown in Fig. 2, 

in which aN/ac = 1.84 is adopted. Starting from the initial contents (Xcr{O), xN
r(O)) 

=(Xe, XN), the polymer contents (Xcr, xN
r) move downward left (i.e. Xcr, xN

r !) 
along the line given by eq. (6) as t increases. Deviation from the linearity becomes 
appreciable when exp-(a1+/3i)t <(3dai. Finally the contents (Xcr, xN

r) converge to 
the steady-state contents of (XcP(oo), XN

P(oo) )=(/3cXc/(ac+f3c), (3NXN/(aN+/3N)) at 
t= oo. The steady -state content Xt( oo) is of the order of ((3dai)Xi, which is a small 
fraction of the total content Xi, since (3i. �ai. From the condition that the solution 
(5) realizes the linear relation in the measured interval of the C- and N-contents, we 
can place a constraint upon the values of f3c/ac and /3N!aN. If we assume the initial 
C/N ratio to be solar (C/ N=4.18; ANDERS and EBIHARA, 1982 ), (3dai should be less 
than - 10-a. Larger values are allowed, however, if the initial C/ N ratio is less than 
the solar value. In this model, the difference of the C-and N contents in Cl, C2, and 
C3 chondrites is interpreted as the result of the difference in the amount of radiation 
that hit original grains containing refractory organic polymers; the precursor grains 
that formed C 1 chondrites underwent least irradiation, and those that formed C3 
chondrites most irradiation. 

The C/N ratio expected from this model is calculated, in the interval where the 
linearity holds, to be: 

( 7 ) 

which increases with t for aN/ac> 1. Thus the C/N ratio increases continuously from 
Cl to C3 chondrites, which is consitent with the experimental result (2). 

Relative amount of radiation that hit precursor grains of C 1, C2, and C3 chondrites 
can be estimated from eq. (7) by using initial contents of C and N, and the observed 
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C/N ratio. The initial C/ N ratio Xe/ XN is not a priori given by this model. If we 
ta ke the inital C/ N ratio to be solar ( C/ N=-=4 .18), and the mean C/ N ratio of 21 .5 for 
Cl, 23.6 for C2, and 74 .8 for C3 given in Section I, then the relative amount of radi
ation is estimated to be t 1: t�: f:, - 1 : I : 2. 

2.2. Soft type 
For soft radiation, the time variation of the polymer contnt X/ is proportional to 

the contents of C and N in the surface layers of the grains. The rate equation is 
similar to eq. (3), but X/'s in the right-hand side are replaced by (X/)21\ and X, by 
X/l:i: 

-�-!'-�-= -a (X P)?- 0 +/3 [X' ;- (X P)� '] . ( 8 )  
dt - I 1 i 1 1 

The coefficients a, and /3;_ in this case are those for soft radiation. The solution of eq. 
(8) is given by 

a11P, t=X/(0)1 s-(X/ )1, 

X/ (00) 11 :; 
I 

(X/ (O)I·3-X/(00)1a){(Xi

_
P ) 1/3+X/(oo)l,J} 

I +�- 2 ln (X;P (0)11�+ X/( 00 )lla ){ (X/)113_ ,\"/ ( 00 )11s} , ( 9 ) 

where Xt(O) is the initial content of i in the polymer, and Xl(oo)_{pd (a;+p1,)}312X" 
the steady-state content at t= oo .  From solution (9 ), we obtain 

d ln XN
P aN+PN 

d In XrP = fl'c+ Pr 
(10) 

It can be shown that, for the case of the initial C-bearing and N-bearing compounds 
being volatile (i.e. Xt (O)=O), we have d ln X NP /d ln XcP ::: 1 from eq. (10), as in the 
case of hard radiation, which again does not satisfy the experimental result (1) of a> 1. 

For the case where the initial compounds are polymers with Xl (O)=X,;, we have 
d ln XNP /d In Xc

P =t=constant, and thus soft type radiation does not generally reproduce 
the linear relation in the wide range of the measured contents of C and N. An example 
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Fig. 3. A locus of the polymer contents (Xr/, XN
P) 

for soft radiation, in which the parameter values 
adopted are: (f3clac, f3N!aN)=(0.3, 0.1), and (d In 
X r,.P/d In XnP),_0

= 1.84). Others are the same as 
in Fig. 3. 
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of th e lo cus is shown in Fig . 3. 

3. Thermal Processes 

Abundan t el em en ts H, C, N, and O ar e pr es en t  in sol id s ta te ma inly as ices of 
var ious sp ecies in th e pr imord ial solar nebula (e.g. , FEG LEY and PRIN N, 19 89) and in 
mol ecular clouds (e.g. , HAG EN et al. , 19 80) . Labora tory exp er im en ts show tha t  organ ic 
compounds ar e produ ced by pro cess in g  of th e ices (e.g., GR EEN B ERG, 19 82). If th is is 
th e case  for organ ic compounds in carbona ceous chondr ites as w ell , th e con ten ts of 
C and N cons is ting of organ ic compounds in carbona ceous chondr ites w ill r efl ect com 
pos ition of th e ices cond ens ed pr ior to th e forma tion of orga nic compounds. It is thus 
wor th exam in ing r ela tionsh ip b etw een th e con ten ts of C an d N exp ected from cond en 
sa tion of th e ices , al though w e  ha ve k ep t  it in m ind tha t  th e C- and N con ten ts may 
chang e dur ing subs equ en t  al tera tion in to organ ic compounds . W e  d is cuss an id eal 
ized mod el bas ed on th e follow ing assump tions : (i) Th e sy !!ltem is in ch em ical equ ilib 
r ium . (ii) Th e ices ar e compos ed of th e sam e mol ecular sp ecies as th e sp ecies in gas 
phas e, i.e. no ch em ical r ea ction a t  and after cond en sa tion . (i ii )  Th e ices ar e r egard ed 
as id eal solu tion, wh ich m eans tha t th e fr ee en ergy of forma tion is expr ess ed by th e 
sum of th e fr ee en ergy of forma tion of ea ch sol id sp ecies and tha t s temm ing from the 
en tropy of m ixing . Th is mod el can b e  also appl ied to cond ensa tion an d subl ima tion 
of ma terials o th er than ice if th e abo ve assump tions ar e val id for the ma ter ials in 
cons id era tion . 

In ch em ical equ il ibr ium b etw een gas and sol id und er a g iven to tal gas pr essur e Pi, 
to tal G ibbs free en ergy of th e sys tem mus t ta k e  m in imu m, wh ich is a tta in ed when the 
G ibbs fr ee en erg ies of bo th phas es ar e equal for ea ch sp ecies .  W e  d eno te quan tities 
tha t  ar e con cern ed w ith th e gas phas e by th e suffi x ''g ' ' and thos e con cern ed w ith th e 
sol id phas e by ''·s ". Th e equ il ibr ium cond ition a t  a temp era tur e T is expr ess ed by 

, (k = I ,  . . . , L) , ( 1 1 )  

wh er e  G�g and G�s ar e th e G ib bs free en erg ies p er mol ecul e of th e k- th sp ecies a t  a s tan 
dard pr essur e, Pk the par tial pr essur e of th e k- th sp ecies in the gas phas e, nks a con cen tra 
tion of th e k- th sp ecies in th e sol id phas e, L th e numb er of sp ecies in cons id era tion , and 
kB th e Bol tzmann cons tan t. Th e s econd term on th e r igh t-ha nd s id e  ind ica tes th e 
fr ee en ergy r esul ting from th e assump tion (iii) s ta ted abo ve. The chang e in the G ibbs 
free en ergy LIGi = Gf8- G�g is r ela ted to th e vapor pr essur e of th e p ur e  sol id of th e k-th 
sp ecies, Pke , as 

(12) 

Pk is expr ess ed in terms of Pi b y  

(13) 

wh er e  nkg is th e con cen tra tion of th e k-th sp ecies in th e gas phas e. W ith the us e of eqs. 
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( 1 2) and ( 13 ), we o btain 

from eq . ( 1 1 ). W e  de fine rk, the re lative abund an ce o f  the k- th s pe cies , by 

wi th 

and }� , the fr action o f  the k- th s pe cies in a so lid phase , by 

T hen w e  hav e 

T hus eq . ( 14) is rew ri tten as 

wi th 

[1c_ __ � ,  1 -fk 
Y - Pke 1 - Y ' (k= l ,  . . .  , L) ' 

(14) 

( 15 )  

( 1 6) 

(17) 

( 1 8) 

( 19 )  

(20) 

T he fr action /k o f  the k- th s pe cies condensed in to a so lid is given by so lving the sim ulta
neo us eq . ( 19) . 

T he con ten t X1 o f  an e lemen t i in a so li d  so lu tion is gi ven by 

(21) 

w here J.it i  is the s toi chiom etri c  coe fficient for the elemen t i con tain ed in the /- th s pe cies. 
I f  the e lemen t i con tain ed in one s pecies k as are the cas es dis cusse d late r, J.ii1  is ze ro for 
s pecies o the r than l=k. In this case , we o btain 

• J.iikrk Y 

1- Y ' 
(22) 

fro m eqs . ( 19) an d (21 ), w he re Pke(i) is the v apo r pressu re o f  k- th s pe cies con taining the 
e lement i. T he las t  e xpression is vali d at tem pe ratu res w he re 

(23 )  

ho lds ,  w hi ch i mpli es that the fr action o f  the k- th s pe cies in so li d  so lution is m uch less 
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Fig. 4. Variation of the contents of C and N in solid 
solution with the temperature T, which is shown 
along the curve, for the H2-H20-CO-N2 system for 
the total pressure of 10-5 atm. The dot-dashed lines 
are the lines of CJ N = constant whose values are 
attached to the lines. 
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than that of other (less volatile) species (f1cr1c <(_ Y:::: const., i.e. dilute solution). If we 
note that P1ca(i) is approximately expressed in terms of the heat of sublimation JH1c at 
T=O K by 

according to the Clapeyron-Clausius relation, we obtain 

d ln Xi ,_ JH1c(i) 
d In Xi - JHz(j) 

const. 

(24) 

(25) 

This result indicates that the inclination a reflects volatility of the species that contain 
the elements in consideration. 

We consider a system composed of molecular species of H2, He, H20, CO and N2, 

and of a solid solution of H20, CO, and N2, where the elemental abundance is solar. 
This composition is realized in the solar nebula (FEGLEY and PRINN, 1 989). It is to 
be noted that carbon is contained mainly in CO and nitrogen in N 2, and that both 
species are musch volatile than H 20. Figure 4 shows the variation of the contents of 
C and N with the temperature T for a total gas pressure Pt

= l x 10- 5 atm. The 
contents of C and N in the solid solution increase with decreasing T. It can be seen 
from the figure that the linear relation between log C and log N is realized in the 
temperature range of T> 35 K. In this case, the inclination equals a=0.84< 1 ,  con
trary to the experimental results, since JHN 2 <JH00 • It is possible, however, that a> 1 
when N-bearing species are less volatile than C-bearing species. This situation is 
realized, for example, in an H20-NH3-CH4 system, proposed for the subnebulae of the 
Jovian planets (FEGLEY and PRINN, 1 989). 

To make quantitative comparison with the experimental results, however, we will 
have to take into account chemical fractionation of C-bearing and N-bearing species 
in the formation process of complex organic polymer from ices as stated previously. 
Furthermore, the study of realistic thermodynamic systems including chemical reactions 
(e.g., HAYATSU and ANDERS, 198 1 )  is necessary, together with the study of alteration 
processes that produce organic compounds from ices consisted of H, C, N, and 0. 
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4. Conclusion 

(1 ) Dissociative processing of organic polymers in grains by hard radiation (e.g. 

cosmic ray) can reproduce the experimental results ( 1 ) .  This processing should work 
for individual grains prior to their accretion onto parent bodies of carbonaceous 
chondrites, and not for bodies of meteorite size. The inclination a of the experimental 
line i ndicates the ratio of the coefficients of dissociation uN/ac, which should be larger 
than unity. In this kind of processing, a ;  must be much larger than the coefficient 
of production /3 ,  in order to realize the linearity in the measured interval of C and N 
contents, implying that the observed contents of C and N in carbonaceous chondrites 
are a small fraction of the initial contents X,. If we assume the initial C/N ratio to be 
solar, p)a ; is estimated to be less than - 10- : .  

The theory can be tested by an irradiation experiment of powdered carbonaceous 
chondrites with protons and measurements of the difference in the contents of carbon 
and nitrogen in the pre- and post-irradiated powders. 

(2) The experimental result ( 1) with the inclination a>  I does not arise form poly
merization of volatiles by irradiation. This process, however, could be responsible 
for the formation of the original organic refractories or their precursor radicals from 
volatiles. It is characteristic that the evolution of the contents of C and N in this 
case keep CJ N:::::: const . for both hard and soft radiations. 

(3) It is possible that thermal processes can lead to the relation (1 ) under certain 
conditions, especially when the C-bearing and N-bearing species are minor components 
in solid solution. The inclination a is determined by the ratio of the heat of sublima
tion of C-bearing compounds to that of N-bearing compounds. To confirm this 
conjecture, however, thermal processes including chemical reactions should be studied 
for more realistic thermodynamic systems. 
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